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3rd Quarter Wrap Up - October
2nd
To
The US dollar index moved above 85 last week
while the US stock market continued to levitate. This
caused hundreds of pundits to scratch their heads
looking for fashionable ways of explaining why
managed markets slow burn forward and G-7
leadership behave in baffling ways. While the US
bombed Syria and announced a military invasion of
Africa, a former Chinese schoolteacher successfully
led the largest IPO in the history of the planet.
So, it is not surprising that The Solari Report team
continues to receive questions about the
presentation in our last three Wrap Ups (Annual
2013, 1st Quarter 2014, 2nd Quarter 2014) about
the shift from Global 2.0 to Global 3.0.

From The Blog
October 9
Spiritual Warfare with
Franklin Sanders
October 16
Successful Kickstarter
with Karen Diggs
October 23
Spiritual Warfare with Jon
Rappoport
HUD Ethnic Cleansing &
the Dark Alliance
Allegations
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What’s that? It is the shift from an industrialized G-7
economy which draws commodities from a
significantly poorer undeveloped world to a
networked global economy marked by the rise of the
emerging markets and a re-balancing of both
production and consumption. We are, all 7 billion of
us, in the process of getting connected.
Michael Ventura once said, “…the human psyche is
one of the great forces of nature, and what is most
frightening about this space/time technology is that
it exposes us to this force within us as nothing else
ever has. We are standing in the storm of our own
being.”
Indeed, our telecommunications storm is on its way
to including everyone, while our currency and
financial markets are on the way to incorporating
everyone’s financial transactions and assets.
In the 3rd Quarter Wrap Up, I am going to outline
the 12 most important trends that define this shift
from Global 2.0 to 3.0. I will take a look at the
important events of the last quarter and help you
see them in the context of the deeper changes
underway. We will step back from the barrage of
daily news and use each Wrap Up to help us get
and keep our perspective!

Silent Revulsion at the UN
A Grand Day in
Albuquerque
Car Sharing
First U.S. Stealth Jet
Attack on Syria Cost More
Than Indian Mission to
Mars
The Secret Goldman
Sachs Tapes
Multitasking with Media
Devices Linked to Brain
Changes
16-Year-Old Irish Girls
Win Science Fair 2014
With World-Changing
Crop Yield Breakthrough
Attorney General Eric
Holder Plans to Quit Post

Catherine Austin Fitts

Just A Taste - End of Life
Get a "taste" of The Solari Report with this video excerpt from last week's report:
Watch the video...
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Highlights from Last Week's Report
This week on The Solari Report, I will speak with author and attorney Jo Kline
Cebuhar about her new novel Exit that tells the story of life and death in a hospice in
Iowa. Jo will share her recommendations for building our skill sets at managing the
end-of-life, whether our own or of those we love. We will also touch base on her
remarkable work on health care proxies and ethical wills.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A live, weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized
experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and
financial climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice
for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
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